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Bringing Cutting Edge Research  
into the Classroom 

 

 
 

Genetics 

The understanding of genetics will have a central role to play in the lives of future generations, making it vital 
that we nurture and develop this area in our future scientists who will add to the knowledge pool in this field 
of science. 

You will work in state-of-the-art facilities and experience hands on activities and opportunities for discussions 
with research scientists at Rothamsted Research. 
 

You will be able to: 
 identify new contexts and ideas for effective delivery of How 

Science Works 
 explore scientific issues and controversies 
 engage with inspiring teaching resources and approaches 

including practical work 
 work alongside scientists involved in cutting edge research to 

develop knowledge and skills in authentic contexts 
 

 

Course code: RC479 A02 

Date & Time: 06 June 2017, 09:00 to 15:30 

Venue:  Rothamsted Research, 

  Harpenden AL5 2JQ 

Course fee: £210* + VAT 

(*RCUK bursary available for state funded schools and colleges) 

 

To book go to: www.stem.org.uk/rp479 

 

*Thanks to funding from the Research Councils UK (RCUK), these CPD courses qualify for a 

bursary of £180 per day. State funded schools, colleges and universities in the UK can benefit 
from this funding for teachers, technicians and those on Initial Teacher Training (ITT) on 
completion of the Impact Toolkit evaluations. 
 

The Bringing Cutting Edge Research programme has been created with leading researchers to support 
the teaching of STEM subjects at GCSE and A level. The programme is designed to deliver the latest 
knowledge, new contexts and practical activities to support teachers in delivering the curriculum in an 
accessible, enjoyable and stimulating way for their students. 

Researchers and scientists will explain the recent advances in their field and provide an insight into their 
own current research, linking cutting edge science with today’s classroom.  
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